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Abstract
This work explores the representation format001
of text during the classification process. We002
defined eight types of representations using003
graphs to study the impact of the representa-004
tion in a model. We build the graphs based on005
the dependency tree and input them into the006
UGformer to classify the documents. As a re-007
sult, we observed that the best result is always008
at least two percentage points higher than the009
worst result.010

1 Introduction011

Text classification is a task of the Natural Language012

Processing (NLP) field that may be applied to solve013

a wide variety of problems. Using text classifica-014

tion, practitioners can categorize sentiments about015

news, products, and services (Liu, 2020). They can016

also use it to identify hate of speech (Paz et al.,017

2020) and figurative language such as irony (Zhang018

et al., 2019) (Van Hee et al., 2018).019

However, most of the works in the literature only020

consider the model used, not the representation of021

the information. There is little research that consid-022

ers representing the text differently. That raises the023

question: "What if I represent this data like that?".024

The papers concerning this task usually try to im-025

prove the results by creating new machine/deep026

learning models or parameter tuning existing mod-027

els, but rarely trying to represent the text differ-028

ently.029

This paper follows this idea of "What if?" ques-030

tion and analyzes three distinct languages (English,031

German and Portuguese) into eight different rep-032

resentations. The comparisons made allow us to033

answer the research questions: R1: Can the shape034

we use to represent the text change the result of the035

same model? R2: If the representation format mat-036

ters, how does it matter? R3: Is the result achieved037

for the English extensible for other languages?038

This paper is structured to answer these research039

questions, as follows: Firstly, Section 2 analyzes040

the related work. Following, Section 3 describes 041

the experiments and Section 4 presents the results. 042

Finally, Section 5 concludes this paper and answer 043

the research questions. 044

2 Related Work 045

One of the most basic ways to represent texts is 046

using the Bag of Words (BoW) method. One of 047

the first mentions of this technique in linguistics 048

came from Harris (1954). The BoW consists of a 049

list of words. This list contains how many of each 050

word the document contains. Using this technique 051

a matrix can be built where the rows represent the 052

documents, and the columns represent the words. 053

Each cell of this matrix is the counting of each word 054

in each document. In this manner, the computer 055

can represent all words of all documents. However, 056

this method does not consider the relations between 057

the words or the word’s semantics or context. 058

Ma et al. (2018) developed a work where they 059

use the BoW in the training of the model to en- 060

hance the training process to the translation pro- 061

cess. According to Ma et al. (2018) it is possible 062

to exist multiple correct translated sentences. They 063

also state that usually, the correct translations have 064

similar BoW. Therefore, in their method, the trans- 065

lation’s target is not only the correct sentence but 066

the BoW generated by the correct translation and 067

its sentence. In another work, Fu et al. (2020) used 068

a modified version of the BoW to generate para- 069

phrases. 070

Another usual way to represent text is by using 071

n-grams. A n-gram is similar to a sliding window 072

of size n. In the sentence "I parked my car in 073

your garage" the 2-gram (also known as bigram) 074

representation is I parked; [parked my] 075

[my car]; [car in]; [in your]; [your 076

garage]. One of early usages of this technique 077

was made by Broder et al. (1997). They used the 078

n-gram to analyze the text from the web and search 079

for plagiarism. 080
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Gupta et al. (2019) developed a work that uses081

the n-grams. In their work, (Gupta et al., 2019)082

used the n-grams to enhance the creation of word083

vectors. Another work that uses the n-grams is the084

work by (Qi et al., 2020). Their work built a model085

that predicts the next n-gram of a sentence.086

In 2013, Mikolov et al. (2013) created the087

word2vec. This technique uses machine learning to088

build a vector representation. This vector considers089

the syntactical and semantical information of the090

word. This idea spread and inspired the authors091

of GloVe (Pennington et al., 2014) and Fasttext092

(Joulin et al., 2016) to build similar techniques.093

Rousseau and Vazirgiannis (2013) created an-094

other representation technique in 2013. Their tech-095

nique represents text documents as graphs, the096

Graph of Words (GoW). In transforming a doc-097

ument into a directed graph, a node represents each098

unique word. Each arc represents a co-occurrence099

between the terms within a fixed-size sliding win-100

dow. The scoring is giving by a function developed101

by Rousseau and Vazirgiannis (2013) called Term102

Weights - Inverse Document Frequency (TW-IDF)103

(Equation 1).104

Consider the following notation: N is the size105

of collection; d is a document; t is a term that106

belongs to a document d; df(t) is the document107

frequency of term t across the collection N ; b is108

a parameter set experimentally (the default value109

is 0.20); avgdl is the average document length;110

tw(t, d) is the weight of the vertex associated with111

the term t.112

TW-IDF(t, d) =
tw(t, d)

1− b+ b× |d|
avgdl

× log
N + 1

df(t)

(1)113

After the creation of the GoW technique by114

(Rousseau and Vazirgiannis, 2013), other authors115

created variations in the graph creation Malliaros116

and Skianis (2015) and Yao et al. (2019).117

Huang et al. (2020) developed a different way to118

build a graph from a text. In their work, Huang et al.119

(2020) create a directed graph in which each node120

is a vector that represents the word with dimension121

d. Each edge starts from a word in the text and122

stops in an adjacent word.123

The classification uses a message passing mech-124

anism in convolution. The message passing mecha-125

nism first collects information from adjacent nodes126

and updates its representations based on its original127

representations and collected information. The in-128

formation is collected from the neighbors and their 129

edges to create a new node representation. 130

This new representation is responsible for indi- 131

cating how much of the original information the 132

model must keep. Softmax (Bridle, 1990) and the 133

ReLu (Nair and Hinton, 2010) functions can label 134

the new representation of the nodes. Thus the text 135

is classified. The model’s objective is to minimize 136

the cross-entropy loss function loss = −gi log yi, 137

where gi is the ground truth, and yi is the predicted 138

label. 139

When compared to the TextGCN model in three 140

datasets (R8, R52, and Ohsumed), the model pro- 141

posed by Huang et al. (2020) consumes less mem- 142

ory and improves the accuracy. 143

The syntax trees have already been explored to 144

represent texts. (Zhang et al., 2010) conducted one 145

of the works in this regard. This paper will further 146

explore this representation method. 147

3 Experiments 148

All experiments conducted intended to explore the 149

impact of the text representation in the classifica- 150

tion. Therefore, we did not apply any parameter 151

tunning to the model as suggested by (Ehrenfried 152

and Todt, 2021). Thus, the results presented by 153

Section 4 could be better if we get the best repre- 154

sentation model and apply parameter tunning to the 155

deep learning model. 156

The experiments used the UGformer devel- 157

oped by Nguyen et al. (2019) in its first ver- 158

sion as the Deep Learning model used to clas- 159

sify text. We made some minor changes 160

to allow the use of custom node features. 161

The code used to classify is text is available 162

at https://anonymous.4open.science/ 163

r/Graph-Transformer-C9FA/. The UG- 164

former, receives graphs as inputs, processes them 165

using self-attention and feed-forward layers, and 166

outputs a category for each graph. Subsection 3.1 167

provides more details. 168

As the UGformer receives graphs, we 169

must represent text as graphs. Therefore, 170

we developed software that transforms text 171

into graphs. This software is available at 172

https://anonymous.4open.science/ 173

r/Text_Representation-2CB3/. More 174

details in this transformation is given in Subsection 175

3.2. 176
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3.1 UGformer177

The objective of UGformer is that given a set of178

M graphs {Gm}Mm=1 and their corresponding class179

labels {ym}Mm=1, the UGformer is expected to learn180

a plausible embedding oGm for each graph Gm to181

predict its label ym.182

Each graph G is defined as G = (V, E ,X), where183

V is a set of node, E is a set of edges, and X ∈184

R|V|×d represents feature vectors of nodes. Theses185

graphs are fed into a transformer network to learn186

a node embedding ov for each node v ∈ V . Later,187

all node embeddings are summed to obtain the oG ,188

as showed by Equation 2.189

oG =
∑
v∈V

ov (2)190

To learn the node embeddings ov, a set of neigh-191

bors Nv of each node v ∈ V is sampled and in-192

putted with the origin node to the UGformer learn-193

ing.194

The nodes Nv ∪ {v} are transformed into a se-195

quence of feature vectors that are iteratively refined196

by the Transformer encoder followed by a feed-197

forward network and layer normalization.198

Therefore in the k-th layer, a node v ∈ V , at the199

step t, the vector representation h
(k)
t,u for all nodes200

u ∈ Nv ∪ {v} is defined as showed by Equation 3201

h
(k)
t,u = LNORM

(
x
(k)
t,u + TRANS

(
x
(k)
t,u

))
(3)202

Where x(k)t,u is defined by Equation 4203

x
(k)
t,u = LNORM

(
h
(k)
t−1,u + ATT

(
h
(k)
t−1,u

))
(4)204

ATT(.) and TRANS(.) in Equations 3 and 4205

denote a transformer network and a feed-forward206

network respectively.207

After T steps the output representation h
(k)
T,v is208

fed to the next (k + 1)-th layer. Therfore, multiple209

layers are stacked on top of each other to capture210

k-hops neighbors in the UGformer. At the end, all211

output representations of all K layers are concate-212

nated to infer the node embedding ov. The graph213

embedding oG is the sum of all nodes embeddings214

ov ∀ v ∈ V . The model parameters are learned by215

minimizing the cross-entropy loss function.216

3.2 Text to Graph 217

As mentioned in the the beginning of this Section, 218

we developed a software that transforms text into 219

graphs. 220

This software requires that the user creates a 221

sort of driver to transform the original text dataset 222

into a set of files, where each file will be a 223

graph. These files follow a standardized name pat- 224

tern <class>_<id>.txt where <class> is a 225

number that corresponds to the class of the docu- 226

ment, and <id> is a number that can be anything; 227

usually, we use the order of processing. All these 228

files must be in a directory. Therefore, when ex- 229

ecuting the software we developed, the user must 230

pass this directory as the input directory. There 231

are several options in the software, but the most 232

important in this manuscript are the -l, -g and 233

-t. 234

The -l option allows the user to choose the 235

language of the dataset. At the current step, the 236

software accepts only Portuguese (pt), English (en), 237

and German (de). 238

The -g option allows the user to choose the 239

graph shape of the transformation. There are 240

three options: tree_only, tree_and_order 241

and tree_and_order_multi_graph. The 242

tree_only option builds a dependency tree us- 243

ing the text provided. The tree_and_order 244

builds a dependency tree and adds arcs of 245

the order of reading. If an arc already 246

exists because of the dependency tree, the 247

arc for order will not be added. Finally, 248

the tree_and_order_multi_graph option 249

builds a dependency tree and adds arcs of the order 250

of reading, but differently from the other option, it 251

adds the arc even if already there is an arc concern- 252

ing the same words. 253

The -t is the type of node tag. A node tag is 254

represents the type of the node. Here there are six 255

options: none, dep, pos, dep-pos, pos-dep 256

and sqrt_product. 257

The none marks all nodes of the graph as the 258

same type. The dep marks the nodes with a num- 259

ber that maps its dependency information. Al- 260

though we know that the arc better represents the 261

dependency information, the model chosen to con- 262

duct these experiments is not compatible with arcs 263

with tags. The pos marks the nodes with a num- 264

ber that maps its part-of-speech information. The 265

dep-pos composes the dependency number and 266

the part-of-speech information by multiplying the 267
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dependency number by 100 and summing it with268

the part-of-speech number. The pos-dep is simi-269

lar to the dep-pos, just inverting the order - Mul-270

tiply the POS by 100 and sum it with de DEP. Fi-271

nally, the sqrt_product marks the node with a272

custom function - It multiplies the DEP with the273

POS number, takes the square root of it. Because274

the result must be an integer, we apply the ceiling275

function to transform it into an integer.276

The dep-pos and pos-dep arrived as a solu-277

tion to integrate the information about dependency278

and part-of-speech in the node tag. The multiplica-279

tion by 100 serves as a separator when summing280

both pieces of information. Otherwise it could hap-281

pen that different dep and pos could sum to the282

same value. In this sense, we investigated what hap-283

pens when different information type has the same284

label by using the sqrt_product node tag. Be-285

cause only multiplying a number by another could286

lead to an unnecessary spread in the numbering, we287

used the square root.288

As a result of the processing, it generates a file289

containing all documents as directed graphs that290

use the combination of parameters passed as de-291

scribed previously. This file containing all graphs292

uses the format specified by Zhang et al. (2018).293

3.3 Experiments description294

Since we described how UGformer works and how295

the options of our software allow the creation of296

graphs using text, we can describe the steps used297

to experiment with different representations.298

We first built the three different graphs (Tree,299

Tree-Order, and Tree-Order-Multigraph) using the300

none option for the node tag. Then, we used the301

Tree-Order-Multigraph as the base for the other302

five types of node tag: DEP, POS, DEP-POS, POS-303

DEP SQRT_PRODUCT, which gave us a total of304

eight types of text representation for each dataset.305

The UGformer used the same parameters for all306

datasets in all configurations. The parameters used307

are in Table 1308

The UGformer uses the StratifiedKFold tech-309

nique from the sklearn libray1, using the number of310

splits as 10. Therefore, 90% of the dataset is used311

to train the model and 10% to test the model.312

1https://scikit-learn.org/stable/
modules/generated/sklearn.model_
selection.StratifiedKFold.html - Last ac-
cess December 2nd, 2021

Parameter Value
Batch Size 4
Dropout 0.5
Fold IDX 1
Feed Forward Hidden Size 1024
Learning Rate 0.0001
Number of Epochs 30
Number of Hidden Layers 2
Number of Neighbors 4
Number of Timesteps 1
Sampled Number 512

Table 1: Parameters of UGformer used in all experi-
ments.

3.3.1 Datasets used 313

This work used four datasets - MR, Ohsumed, 314

B2W-Rating-Balanced, and 10kGNAD. The MR 315

and Ohsumed datasets were extracted from the 316

TextGCN project (Yao et al., 2019). While the 317

B2W-Rating-Balanced2 and 10kGNAD were ex- 318

tracted from GitHub3 319

The MR dataset is a movie review dataset for bi- 320

nary sentiment classification, in which each review 321

only contains one sentence (Pang and Lee, 2005)4. 322

The corpus has 5,331 positive and 5,331 negative 323

reviews. 324

The Ohsumed corpus5 is from the MEDLINE 325

database, a bibliographic database of crucial medi- 326

cal literature maintained by the National Library of 327

Medicine. In this work, we used the 13,929 unique 328

cardiovascular diseases abstracts in the first 20,000 329

abstracts of 1991. Each document in the set has 330

one or more associated categories from the 23 dis- 331

ease categories. As we focus on single-label text 332

classification, the documents belonging to multiple 333

categories are excluded so that 7,400 documents 334

belonging to only one category remain. 335

The B2W-Rating-Balanced (Ehrenfried and 336

Todt, 2022) consists of 41,945 reviews divided into 337

five classes equally. These classes are the review 338

score given by the review’s author. This score is 339

an integer number between 1 and 5, where one is 340

the lowest and five is the highest. Portuguese is the 341

2https://github.com/
HenriqueVarellaEhrenfried/B2W-Datasets

3https://tblock.github.io/10kGNAD/
4http://www.cs.cornell.edu/people/

pabo/movie-review-data/ - Accessed on October,
27th 2020

5http://disi.unitn.it/moschitti/
corpora.htm - Accessed on October, 27th 2020
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Dataset Metric Value

MR

Language English
Docs 10,662

Classes 2
Mean tokens 21.04 +/- 9.42
Max tokens 60
Min tokens 1

B2W

Language Portuguese
Docs 41,945

Classes 5
Mean tokens 26.36 +/- 25.77
Max tokens 796
Min tokens 1

10kGNAD

Language German
Docs 10.273

Classes 9
Mean tokens 345.85 +/- 257.61
Max tokens 4804
Min tokens 3

Ohsumed

Language English
Docs 7,400

Classes 23
Mean tokens 193.74 +/- 76.36
Max tokens 615
Min tokens 30

Table 2: Datasets used in the experiments. In the mean
row, the standard deviation is the number after the +/-
sign.

language of all reviews of this dataset.342

The 10kGNAD consists of 10273 news articles343

from an Austrian online newspaper categorized344

into nine topics (Web, Panorama, International,345

Wirtschaft, Sport, Inland, Etat, Wissenschaft, Kul-346

tur). It is important to note that the 10kGNAD is347

an unbalanced dataset. The goal of this dataset is348

to categorize each document into one topic. All349

articles are in German. Table 2 presents a summary350

of the content of each dataset.351

Table 2 shows information about the language352

of the dataset, the total number of documents, the353

number of classes, the average number of tokens354

and its standard deviation (denote by the +/- sign),355

the maximum and the minimum number of tokens356

in a document.357

3.3.2 Metrics358

We use the model’s accuracy to evaluate the359

model’s performance with the representation360

method used. In this regard, we capture the best361

result and its epoch and the last result in the 30th 362

epoch. We also calculated the mean and standard 363

deviation between epochs starting from the second 364

epoch because the first epoch is usually used to 365

learn the first parameters of the model. Thus the 366

results of the first epoch are usually the lowest. 367

4 Results 368

This Section presents the results achieved with the 369

eight different representations. Table 3 presents 370

the metrics collect during the experiments. While 371

Figure 1 shows the results across epochs. 372

Table 3 Contains 5 metrics: Mean, Std Dev, High 373

Acc, High Acc epoch, and Last Acc. The Mean and 374

Std Dev use as data the per epoch results starting 375

from the second epoch to calculate the average 376

and standard deviation as Section 3.3.2 explains. 377

The highest accuracy achieved is represented by 378

the metric High Acc. The High Acc epoch shows 379

which epoch happend the best accuracy. Finally, 380

the Last Acc metric represents the last accuracy 381

achieved (in epoch 30). Following we will discuss 382

the results achieved by dataset. 383

The MR dataset is the dataset with the second- 384

lowest Std Dev metric but the second-worst in its 385

delta (Best result - Worst result). We observed that 386

the MR accuracy could vary 3.09 percentage points 387

in its best accuracy, only changing the representa- 388

tion method. The MR seems to benefit from having 389

a node tag since the DEP POS experiment achieved 390

the best accuracy in both the highest accuracy and 391

the last accuracy. 392

The B2W-Rating dataset is the dataset with the 393

lowest Std Dev and the lowest delta in the Std Dev 394

metric. However, this resulted in a minor difference 395

between the best accuracy and the worst - Only 396

1.02 percentage points. Like the MR dataset, the 397

DEP POS experiment obtained the best accuracies. 398

Another similar fact between these two datasets is 399

the results of the DEP and POS experiments. Both 400

obtained better results in de the DEP experiment 401

than the POS experiment. 402

The 10kGNAD dataset is the dataset with the 403

highest Std Dev and Std Dev delta. Also, it is the 404

dataset with the highest difference between the 405

highest best accuracy and the lowest best accu- 406

racy. The difference is 4.77 percentage points of 407

difference. Given that data, we suspect that the 408

German language is more sensitive to text represen- 409

tation than Portuguese (B2W-Rating) and English 410

(MR and Ohsumed). Unlike the other two datasets 411
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Dataset Metric Tree Order Multigraph DEP POS DEP
POS

POS
DEP

SQRT
PROD

Mean 78.28 77.06 77.11 77.94 77.76 78.94 77.48 79.04
Std Dev 2.80 1.56 4.10 2.69 2.70 3.63 2.88 1.91

High Acc 81.36 79.01 81.91 81.26 80.60 82.10 80.51 80.97
High Acc

epoch
20 11 25 23 10 14 17 19

MR
(English)

Last Acc 79.76 75.73 79.94 80.04 80.00 80.60 78.91 79.57
Mean 54.01 53.37 52.87 54.11 53.46 54.13 53.21 53.03

Std Dev 1.03 2.46 1.98 1.97 1.65 1.83 1.96 2.10
High Acc 55.14 55.45 55.30 55.83 55.47 56.16 55.21 55.49
High Acc

epoch
10 17 17 24 24 27 18 20

B2W
(Portuguese)

Last Acc 54.71 54.68 54.33 54.66 54.45 55.64 54.42 54.14
Mean 74.74 76.37 76.37 74.61 74.93 75.59 75.16 73.78

Std Dev 4.79 6.38 7.40 7.03 6.15 5.03 5.42 5.49
High Acc 81.23 83.27 84.44 81.81 81.61 82.49 81.23 79.67
High Acc

epoch
23 29 26 30 25 25 20 27

10kGNAD
(German)

Last Acc 76.65 83.17 80.54 81.81 80.25 80.06 80.93 77.92
Mean 60.55 61.73 59.48 62.23 61.26 61.40 61.40 61.35

Std Dev 6.62 6.04 6.11 4.99 5.60 5.03 5.78 5.50
High Acc 68.38 70.81 68.38 68.92 69.19 68.51 69.19 69.86
High Acc

epoch
28 26 28 15 28 28 30 29

Ohsumed
(English)

Last Acc 68.11 66.62 67.70 64.19 66.62 65.27 69.19 65.00

Table 3: Results of All experiments. The best result is written in bold and green, while the worst result is underlined
and written in red. Tree is the experiment where only the dependency tree is used. Order is the dependency tree
and the order of reading. Multigraph is the dependency tree and the reading order, but more than one arc can exist
between two nodes. DEP is the Multigraph configuration plus the information of dependency as node tag. POS
is the Multigraph configuration plus the information of part-of-speech as node tag. DEP POS is the Multigraph
configuration plus the information of dependency and part-of-speech as node tag. POS DEP is the Multigraph
configuration plus the part-of-speech information and dependency as node tag. SQRT PROD is the Multigraph
configuration plus the square root of the product of the index of the dependency times the index of the part-of-speech
as node tag.

already discussed, the 10kGNAD did not benefit412

from node tag information. The best result was413

achieved in the Multigraph experiment, and the414

best last accuracy result was in the Order experi-415

ment.416

The Ohsumed dataset obtained the second-417

highest Std Dev, but it did not vary much. Its delta418

is only 1.63. As expected from the previous experi-419

ments, the lowest the variation in the Std Dev, the420

lower the variation in the highest accuracy. The dif-421

ference between the best highest accuracy and the422

worst highest accuracy is 2.43 percentage points,423

differently from the MR dataset, the other English424

dataset, the Ohsumed dataset its best result in the425

Order experiment. 426

Given the last result, we suspect that the best 427

representation depends not only on the language 428

but also on the size of the text. The 10kGNAD 429

and the Ohsumed contain more text than the MR 430

and the B2W per document, favoring the DEP POS 431

representation. When we increased the quantity of 432

text, the DEP POS experiment became just another 433

average experiment. We need to investigate if the 434

same behavior happens in Portuguese or German. 435

Another fact is that the 10kGNAD and Ohsumed 436

are the datasets with the most quantity of classes, 9 437

and 23, respectively. Perhaps because of the higher 438

number of classes, more layers must be used to 439
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Figure 1: Results per epoch in each type of representation. The blue line with a square represents the MR dataset;
The orange line with a diamond represents the B2W-Rating dataset; The gray line with a triangle represents the
10kGNAD dataset; The yellow line with a cross represents the Ohsumed dataset. Observe that the variation usually
occurs in the first ten epochs. After these epochs, the line tends to stabilize.

classify the text better.440

We also observed that the dataset could take441

longer or shorter to reach a local maximum de- 442

pending on the chosen representation, as Figure 1 443
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shows.444

5 Conclusions445

This work presented eight different manners to rep-446

resent text and tested them with three different lan-447

guages - English, Portuguese and German. During448

this work, we developed three different graphs, and449

one of them contains six variations concerning the450

tag of each node. The experiments conducted gave451

us the answer to the research questions: Research452

question R1 asked about if the shape of represen-453

tation can influence the result of the model. As454

discussed in Section 4, the model is not the only455

variable in the classification process. The represen-456

tation shape can influence it.457

Research question R2 asked about how the rep-458

resentation format influences the classification pro-459

cess. As presented by Table 3, different represen-460

tation formats obtain different performances de-461

pending on the size of the dataset and its language.462

However, the DEP POS variant tends to perform463

better for small texts (i.e., Something similar in464

size as a Twitter post).465

Research question R3 asked if the results466

achieved for the English language could be ex-467

tended to other languages. As we tested German468

and Portuguese, we could verify that, similarly to469

English, changing the representation format can470

change the classification process. However, we471

observed that the best representation format could472

change depending not only on the language but473

also on the text size. As the experiments concern-474

ing MR and Ohsumed showed. Nevertheless, more475

studies must be conducted to understand better the476

behavior of different documents with different sizes477

with types of representations.478

Future work will work on other representations479

methods and investigate the impact of different size480

documents in the classification process.481
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